
Around the world immigration controls are intensifying. While for a wealthy
few these artificial borders are of little significance, for the vast majority of the world’s
population the ability to cross borders is becoming increasingly difficult  especially if
you happen to have been born in the wrong place, have the wrong skin colour, or don’t
have enough money.

People have moved freely across the globe for thousands of years, without any
need for these movements being controlled. Migration controls & the techniques of
migration management are a very recent phenomenon of human history. It wasn’t until
the 1905 Aliens Act that we saw the first law aimed at controlling migration into Britain.

Now we have a brutal & dehumanising migration regime, where people are
locked in detention centres, have to report to places like the Welsh regional office of
the Border & Immigration Agency (BIA - part of the Home Office) at General Buildings,
31-33 Newport Road, while many are not allowed to work & forced to live on £35-a-
week vouchers. But seeking asylum is not a crime & people should not have to live this
way. We believe that people should be free to move when & where they chose
regardless of why they do so.

The deportation of Ama Sumani, whilst receiving cancer treatment at
University Hospital of  Wales, Cardiff leading directly to her death, not only shows a
total lack of compassion, it suggests a vindictive cruelty in the methodology of the BIA.
By denying her the drugs she needed & the support people were willing to give, the
BIA are guilty of no less than culpable homicide. It is horrific that someone receiving
treatment vital to their survival can be removed from hospital against their will.What
is chilling is that this is the operational practice of a government funded executive
agency.

We are told by certain parts of the racist mass media that immigrants come to
the UK for an easy ride. In reality they can face discrimination, poverty & live in fear of
being forcibly deported to countries they put everything at risk to escape from.Those
seeking asylum have a right to do so & the UK has adequate space & resources to
provide this asylum.

No Borders Wales is part of the No Borders UK network. We organise to
build resistance against migration controls & to create a world without borders. We
believe that migration enriches all of our lives. We call for a world without border
controls & the division of people into citizens & non-citizens.We call for a world where
everyone can freely & equally participate in social life, with no limitations on this
participation: a world without states, a world without border controls.

No Borders Wales
web: noborderswales.org.uk

noborders.org.uk email: noborderswales@riseup.net

Freedom of movement
& freedom to stay.

End all immigration controls now!
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NO TO IMMIGRATION PRISONS

NO TO RACIST BORDER REGIMES
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